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CTSI Film Library

TSI maintains a film library of training materials
for its members including an online library and
a hard copy library. The library contains hundreds
of films covering topics of interest to administrative,
human resources, sheriff, and road and bridge personnel as well as for general safety topics. Film formats
are a mix of VHS, DVD, or online videos. These
films are a benefit to CTSI members allowing you
to supplement your group risk management training
programs.
Using the Online Video Library
To use the online video library, a login and password
must be established for the member county. These
on-line films are meant to be used in group training settings rather than having individual employees
request a login and password. CTSI must manually
review and approve each person who requests a login
and this becomes quite cumbersome when all employees in the county are submitting requests.
Preferred Method for Online Film Usage
If a county wants employees to view films on their
own, it would be best to have a department head
request one username and password for their department and then have all of the employees use that
login information. The employee could then sign a
form stating that they watched the film, and that form
can be placed in their personnel file. By having the
supervisor approve access to the online films, the
supervisor can make him/herself available to answer
any relevant questions and keep the topic in context
with the risk management goals of the county.

in Adobe Flash format. They can be played on
any browser that supports the use of Flash, which
is a free download from Adobe. On some browsers, the user has to “activate” the Flash plugin the
first time it is used.
Loss Prevention Film Library
For a listing of all films available, visit www.
ctsi.org and click on the orange “Loss Prevention
Film Library” button on the right of the screen.
This PDF divides films into categories and provides you with the film format, indicates whether
the film is available online, and lists the film
number. Films are listed as current or archive.
Films in the archive category have technically
relevant content, but the clothing, scenery, or cultural references are dated.
Ordering a VHS Film or DVD
To check out a VHS or DVD, contact Lisa Stoner
at 303 861 0507 or by email at lstoner@ctsi.
org. The film will be mailed to you. Films can
be checked out for two weeks at a time. Once
the film has been viewed, please mail it back to
CTSI.
What This Means for Counties
CTSI strives to provide relevant and valuable
services to our members. The loss prevention film
libraries are a part of these services and are free
to member counties. For assistance with films,
contact CTSI at 303 861 0507.

“My Computer Won’t Let Me Access the Film”
This is typically due to a computer not having Adobe
Flash installed or activated. Our videos are encoded
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